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The Access Network is an organization that supports vibrant interactions among students and faculty who advocate for equity work in the physical sciences. This paper uses McGee and Bentley’s framework of “equity ethic” (EE) to understand how Access student leaders adopt and refine a commitment to equity and social justice work within the physical sciences. In McGee and Bentley’s study of STEM students of color, they define EE as students’ sense of altruism and collectivism within and outside of their communities. Through interviews with student leaders, we model components of students’ EEs and how their EEs are influenced by their participation in Access. Student accounts illustrate that they are invested in improving equity within their disciplinary communities and see progress toward these goals as an important measure of success. Our findings highlight how students are already infusing an EE into their professional physics activities. This research suggests that student leaders benefit from having opportunities to articulate and refine critiques of disciplinary culture, and connect their EE to their professional practices. These accounts suggest that this work occurs in conversation with other equity leaders around issues of social justice.
I. INTRODUCTION

There exist numerous efforts to improve equity in the physical sciences. These efforts have been initiated and led by people occupying many roles (e.g., students, faculty, staff, administrators) with many goals in mind (e.g., increase retention, improve culture, reduce structural bias) (e.g., [1–5]). In the context of efforts led by undergraduate and graduate students interested in cultivating supportive communities, we know little about how student leaders come to engage in equity work, the challenges they encounter, and the resources they draw on. Understanding how to support these student leaders is an important step toward improving their effectiveness and increasing equity.

The Access Network is an organization that supports physical science students in leading equity efforts within their local university departments [1, 6]. Students in Access take on leadership roles not only locally, but also within the national network, shaping the organization’s activities. This paper studies two student leaders in Access to understand how they engage in equity work through the lens of McGee and Bentley’s construct of equity ethic [7].

II. EQUITY ETHIC

McGee and Bentley define an equity ethic (EE) as students’ “principled concern for social justice and for the well-being of people who are suffering from various inequities” ([7], pg. 6) in their study of successful undergraduate Black and Latinx students majoring in STEM. EE is composed of two overlapping components: altruism—the desire to help those outside of one’s community—and collectivism—the desire to help those within one’s community. EE can be manifested in students’ lives through a number of ways, including a desire to be a role model for one’s community, spending free time volunteering, and a desire to use STEM knowledge to help others. Students in McGee and Bentley’s study often experienced their EE in tension with their professional life, ultimately leading some to consider leaving STEM. This research complements other studies showing that white women and students of color often experience tensions between professional STEM work and a desire to help others [8–11].

Within our work, professional practice refers to the set of interconnected, purposeful activities that students engage in as scientists [12, 13]. Creating opportunities for physical science students, particularly those from marginalized backgrounds, to blend their EE with their professional practice can impact their likelihood to continue in STEM [14, 15]. In this PERC paper, we aim to understand the equity ethic (EE) of student leaders within Access and how their EE is refined through participation in Access. Through focusing on two students, Keith and Cruz (pseudonyms), this pilot study provides insight into the following research questions:

(RQ1): How have students’ senses of altruism and collectivism evolved within the context of Access?

(RQ2): How do students enact altruism and collectivism in their professional practice?

III. THE ACCESS NETWORK

The Access Network is an organization that supports vibrant interactions between students and faculty working toward increasing equity in the physical sciences [1, 6]. The network’s primary goals are to support equity within the sciences, create meaningful opportunities for students to lead equity efforts, and work toward a physical science culture where equity and justice are foregrounded. The network consists of nine university-based programs, referred to as “sites.” Each of these sites runs their own set of activities at their local institutions (e.g., mentoring, early-start summer programs, socials) [16–22].

Students in Access play a central role in the network’s organizing activities designed to support equity and community building. At the network level, a team of Assembly Fellows (one student per site) plans the network’s annual in-person gathering, or “Assembly.” The Assembly’s purpose is to exchange ideas, support the professional development of one another, and expand members’ understanding of social justice issues. A team of Network Fellows (also one per site) act as liaisons between sites and the network, oversee travel between sites, and manage network communications. The student fellows are mentored into their roles by faculty, postdoctoral, and graduate student leaders in the network. The students who become involved at the network-level often start out participating in site-level activities, and gradually become more involved in the national community. Since network’s formation in 2015, over 100 students have participated in network-related activities such as the Assembly, fellowships, and other professional development experiences.

IV. OUR STUDY AND METHODS

In this pilot study, F. Amezcua conducted online interviews with nine Access student leaders focusing on their experience within Access, their goals around equity and social justice, and the experiences that shaped these goals. These interviews were semi-structured, and the emergent storytelling influenced the topics discussed. The interviewer shared aspects of his own life experiences, where he saw points of connection. This contributed to a friendly and collegial atmosphere in the interviews. We invited student leaders with at least moderate involvement in Access at the network-level (serving one or more terms as a fellow or attending one or more Assemblies) to be interviewed. We prioritized interviewing students of color, and 5/9 interviewees were students of color.

This analysis focuses on two interview participants, Cruz and Keith. At the time of the interviews, both had served one term as a Network Fellow and had attended one Access Assembly. We focused our early phases of analysis on these...
interviews because F. Amezcua recalled these conversations as particularly rich.

Keith is a graduate student and active in his local site. He identifies as an African American/Black man. Cruz is currently a graduate student at a campus not affiliated with Access, but was an undergraduate student at his local site when he was involved in Access. Cruz identifies as a Hispanic man.

A. Researcher Positionality

All three authors have been highly engaged in Access for the past several years. F. Amezcua previously served as a Network Fellow as an undergraduate student at Chicago State University. G. Quan and C. Turpen have mentored the cohorts of Network Fellows that Keith and/or Cruz participated in. All authors have attended multiple Assemblies, including those which Cruz and Keith attended. This history of co-organizing with the participants gives us context for interpreting their stories and contributes to increased trust and some shared understanding with them. We orient toward our research with a sense of solidarity with our participants as well as a commitment toward the growth of the organization.

F. Amezcua is a Mexican American cisman, C. Turpen is white ciswoman, and G. Quan is a Chinese American ciswoman. Though not a focus of this paper, reflection on our identities have been relevant toward understanding interview dynamics and our interpretations of the conversations.

B. Analysis

All 9 interviews were professionally transcribed. We collaboratively went through several interviews line-by-line to flag lines related to EE and discuss themes related to EE. Through these discussions we became particularly interested in how students were already integrating their EEs into their professional work, a theme that became labeled professional practice. We developed timelines and analytic memos for analysis [23, 24] through collaboratively analyzing transcript segments related to collectiveivism, altruism, and professional practice. We developed timelines and analytic memos for Keith and Cruz to help us make sense of the data.

We found that Keith’s and Cruz’s evolving EEs are made visible in their commitment to cultural change in physics (RQ1), their desire to create more supportive college learning experiences for others (particularly for students of color) (RQ1), and their expansive forms of professional practice (RQ2). We will discuss each of these themes in turn.

V. RQ1: COMMITMENT TO CULTURAL CHANGE IN PHYSICS

Our first theme is a “commitment to cultural change in physics.” We show two examples of this theme, and discuss how exploration and refinement of this aspect of students’ EEs is informed by their participation in Access.

One crucial aspect of Keith’s EE emerges in his descriptions of how Access helped him identify his desire to bring about a “cultural revolution” to the field of physics, or as he calls it, his “big lofty goal.” During an Access Assembly, Keith had the opportunity to interact with various site leaders informally. In the following quote, Keith discusses how these conversations informed his goal of working in a social justice space that focuses on persistent issues in the academy:

[D]uring the Access Assembly this past summer, we were sitting in the hotel lobby, and...we were essentially talking about what exactly...our big goal was in tackling problems like increasing retention in underrepresented minorities. And this conversation made it very clear to me that ultimately, my big goal, which is constantly being reinforced by being in...being a part of Access and being a part of [site]...is to have a big paradigm shift, like a cultural revolution, in how people see science, specifically physics...

Here we see one example of how meaningful conversations with Access leaders allowed Keith to further clarify his personal and collective goal of enacting change. It is evident that Keith’s continuous engagement with the network and his site positively reinforced his objectives, ideas, and desires to pursue aspects of his EE. He was able to formulate a specific, long term, career philosophy that, as we will see in future sections, drives his desire to change the world around him. Keith then describes a desire to change physics culture and the general perception that physics is a white discipline:

[L]et’s face it, if you think physicists, you go to anyone, any person on the street, and you think this just... that the figure that comes to mind is old, white guy. And it’d be cool if that wasn’t the case. So yes, that big, lofty goal is entirely because I joined [site] and Access.

Keith’s EE applies to both changing the culture of physics and changing how it is perceived. Here, Keith is critiquing the lack of diversity within physics. This critique is further supported in sections of the interview where Keith elaborates his commitment to creating opportunities for other students of color (section VI). We argue that his local site and Access play an essential role in influencing his understanding of equity and further developing his goals related to cultural change.

Through Cruz’s experience within Access, Cruz realizes that furthering his education and going to graduate school would allow him to change the culture of physics. At the time of his interview, Cruz was in his first year of graduate school; however, he retrospectively gave accounts of how his site and Access influenced his educational trajectory. The following excerpt focuses on Cruz’s emerging EE and
expresses the need for people to step into leadership roles and change the reputation of the field of physics:

The issue of the whole field having a negative reputation. A bunch of super-smart people that don’t know how to communicate and then when you don’t get it, then they chastise you. I, fortunately, did not have a negative experience like that but I’ve heard stories. So, those two things have really changed the way I look at the field and it’s demonstrated that there need to be people in the field to change that stuff... after joining my site, I realized it’s almost imperative that I stay in the field and that way I could help make a difference in some way. Maybe tiny, but in some way.

Cruz’s interactions with his site created opportunities for him to generate career objectives that overlapped with his EE at the graduate level. Through these interactions, Cruz realized that he wanted to pursue a graduate degree, but that it was also “imperative” for him to continue studying within his field to make an impact. Cruz also understands the negative reputation associated with physics, and he takes it upon himself to pursue a career and education that cater to changing that culture of physics. We see that this commitment to shifting perceptions of the field is tied to his experience as a POC in physics (elaborated in section VI) as well as his deliberate approach to teaching (elaborated in section VII).

VI. RQ1: CULTIVATING SUPPORTIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCES FOR PHYSICS STUDENTS OF COLOR

We now provide two examples of a theme we describe as “cultivating supportive college learning experiences for students of color in physics,” and discuss how this theme is informed by students’ participation in Access.

Keith began studying physics in an undergraduate program where white women and people of color were prevalent. In graduate school, Keith has come to see his own learning experiences within a supportive undergraduate program as uncommon for many students of color. Keith wants to help expand such opportunities to more students of color and mentioned: “...the typical kind of adversity that you hear about that people of color have to face in the STEM field, I haven’t had to face. And because I’ve had, so to speak, smooth sailing, I want to enable smooth sailing for other people.” Keith articulates a collectivist vision of creating “smooth sailing” for others, particularly students of color that rarely encounter smooth seas. Now at a predominantly white institution, Keith sees his local Access site as contributing to his growing awareness and commitment to equity issues. In the following quote, he describes this commitment:

I became more aware primarily because the topics that we discuss in our [site] class are geared to social and systemic issues that people of color and women face in the STEM field. ...I became... far, far more passionate about doing something... This is my most active extracurricular activity that I do at my school and that I want to try to make part of my career.

Here Keith attributes his increasing awareness of the social and systemic issues facing students of color in STEM to a course offered by his local site. He notes that his experiences in his local site compounded his passion for these issues.

A second example comes from Cruz, who wants more support to be offered for first-generation students as they navigate college. In the following quote, he describes how this altruistic desire is grounded in his own experiences:

I was already aware that first-generation students don’t necessarily have contacts on how college works. So, I was more interested in helping people who don’t have the resources, like parents who went to college to really guide them through all of that stuff. ...I came in and I learned very late about grad school and jobs, and how intense the workload was. So... they [local site leaders] want to help students that don’t have the resources, that’s more what I was going to put my time and effort into. ...But we were physics so we kind of just stuck to physics, trying to recruit and then maintain Hispanic, Black, and female students.

Here we see evidence of Cruz’s sense of collectivism with first-generation college students, students of color, and women, grounded in part in his own lived experiences. We see Cruz’s sense of altruism toward increasing first-generation college students’ access to “contacts” that can support navigation of spaces in higher education and retaining students of color in physics.

Later in the interview, Cruz discusses how his undergraduate instructors were friendly and invested in their teaching. Now that Cruz is a graduate student at a different institution, he has a new appreciation for this investment in teaching. These undergraduate experiences alongside formative experiences within Access set a foundation for Cruz to extend his EE into his own teaching work (see section VII).

VII. RQ2: TAKING ACTION IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

This section shows how Keith and Cruz enact their EE into their professional practice, but in different ways—Keith through building sustainable organizations, and Cruz through his inclusive teaching practices. Recall, professional practice refers to the set of interconnected, purposeful activities that students engage in as scientists.

Keith sees his experiences in both his local site and Access as enhancing the professional skills he can use to pursue his equity agenda. Keith’s EE intertwines with his professional goal of building sustainable organizations that
increase equity. He states, “I have this deep appreciation for building strong organizations... And that’s one of the reasons I like working with [site].” He goes on to also describe his involvement as an Network Fellow in Access: “One of the things we did this summer was... to build the foundation... for future iterations of Network Fellows... I want to do precisely that of building a firm foundation for an organization to operate on.” This goal felt especially relevant to Keith, as he had founded organizations as an undergraduate student that have now gone dormant. Keith elaborates on this altruistic professional goal:

And the whole point of creating these kinds of organizations is for the benefit of other people and especially now [site] where our goal is really to increase retention. If, after four years, a certain cohort leaves and the entire thing falls apart, then whatever efforts that cohort had made to establish this program were for naught. And so then the idea is to establish an organization that can continue to thrive and continue to provide the opportunities that the founders sought out for many more cohorts to come.

This quote shows how Keith’s EE informs his efforts to improve an organization’s sustainability and strength so that it can make a long-term impact. Across these quotations, Keith recounts his experiences in Access as helping him to learn how to build strong organizations that can sustain themselves beyond any one student’s term. He is committed to seeing other students benefit from the local site’s programming. In Keith’s view, sustaining organizations allows them to improve in their pursuit of equitable impacts. Keith expresses his developing passion for growing strong, sustainable equity organizations and sees his capacity for such work as growing through his involvement in Access.

Similarly, Cruz’s EE influences his professional practice as a graduate teaching assistant by informing how he builds classroom culture and relationships with students. In the following quote, Cruz describes how Access made him want to go beyond being “friendly” to also being “inclusive:”

I wanted to make [my teaching] friendly but I think after being a part of Access an adjective that I would not have probably said would be inclusive. It’s something that you have to be mindful of and so if I didn’t really think about it then I couldn’t really implement it... This idea of safe spaces like an inclusive environment. In the back of my mind, I didn’t know what to call it until it was presented to me... If you just make it friendly, you’re missing out on some of the key things that make people feel comfortable, and willing to learn, and more enthusiastic about learning.

To Cruz, inclusiveness connects to the idea of a “safe space” and whether everyone is comfortable. This mindful attention to inclusion is reflective of an altruistic orientation toward his students. He attributes his understanding of “inclusive” to his participation in Access.

Cruz later elaborated on how Access helped him better understand the diversity of individuals’ experiences:

I remember going to some workshops about specifically talking about different issues and different people’s perspectives, and things I didn’t really—I don’t know what it’s like because I’m not them. So, I would yes, I’m a little bit more mindful thanks to Access to be—I guess in terms of being able to not necessarily understand someone else’s experience or their issues, but being able to somehow connect that to your own... I think it definitely feeds into the teaching.

Cruz describes how Access created opportunities to understand different experiences and empathetically connect those with his own. He explains how this informed his teaching philosophy that a more comfortable learning environment can affect students’ engagement in physics.

### VIII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented two themes that emerged from student interviews describing how students’ EE evolved within the context of Access—a commitment to cultural change, and an interest in cultivating supportive learning experiences for physics students of color. We then showed how EE can be enacted in professional practice.

Keith and Cruz critiqued the current state of physics culture and actively contested it by engaging in different forms of professional work. They describe how this objective became refined in the context of Access—both from site/network-led activities focused on social justice, and in conversations with other equity leaders. For Keith, pursuing cultural change at a systemic level became his overarching objective. His desire to create sustainable equity-focused organizations reflects altruism toward POC and women in STEM as well as a collectivistic desire to facilitate “smooth sailing” for a community he identifies with—African Americans. Similarly, Cruz is invested in changing physics culture at an interpersonal level. Cruz works to create a safe and inclusive space for undergraduate students in his classroom. Much like Keith, Cruz’s actions and application of his EE to his professional work reflect altruism toward his students and a collectivistic desire to create an inclusive atmosphere for a population he identifies with—Hispanics. In both cases, we see that altruism and collectivism can sometimes become blended, a phenomenon noted by McGee and Bentley [6].

This paper reflects our pilot work documenting how students’ EEs evolve within the context of Access and understanding how students enact EE in their professional practices. In future work, we plan to explore the nature of collectivism and altruism more deeply, as well as understand how particular Access experiences shape one’s EE.